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Abstract: 
The strive for efficient as well as cost-effective solar (PV) systems motivated the power electronic design 

established here. The job caused a dc-- dc converter for component assimilation and also distributed maximum 

power factor monitoring (MPPT) with an unique adaptive control system. The last is necessary for the mixed 

features of high energy effectiveness as well as high power high quality over a variety of operating conditions. 

The switching regularity is efficiently regulated as a feature of solar irradiance for power conversion 

performance maximization. With the increase of irradiance, the frequency is minimized to get to the conversion 

performance target. A search formula is created to determine the optimal changing frequency step. Minimizing 

the changing regularity may, however, compromise MPPT effectiveness. In addition, it leads to raised ripple 

web content. Therefore, to attain a consistent high power top quality under all problems, interleaved converter 

cells are adaptively turned on. The general price is kept reduced by selecting parts that allow for carrying out the 

functions at affordable. Simulation results show the high value of the component incorporated converter for dc 

standalone and microgrid applications. The effectiveness of the proposed system is evaluated by considering 

variable irradiance and temperature cases. 

Keywords: Boost converter, distributed maximum power point tracking (DMPPT), microgrid, module 

integrated converter (MIC), photovoltaics (PV), power optimizer, power quality.  

 

Introduction 

 Solar energy conversion by means of photovoltaics (PV) is actually a quickly increasing resource of 

environment-friendly energy source [1] Improving the productivity of PV bodies is actually largely considered 

significant in assisting this pattern [2], [3] This pertains to certainly not simply the remodelling of the PV tissues 

yet of the energy digital circuits as well as commands attached to all of them. Past the PV tissues, the total PV 

body performance is actually considerably had an effect on through 3 elements. It is actually influenced through 

the granularity degree of circulated max electrical power aspect monitoring (DMPPT) [ 2], [4]-- [6] Second, it is 

actually determined due to the precision and also rate of the taken advantage of max ability idea monitoring 

(MPPT) formula [7] Third, the electrical power transformation effectiveness of the hired converter geography 

participates in a vital function. 

Relating to the 1st aspect, element incorporated converters (MICs) or even energy optimizers embodying 

module-level DMPPT extremely enhance PV electrical power collecting productivity [3], [9]-- [11] Relative to 

the 2nd element, latest investigation has actually taken into consideration working with different converter 

geographies and also unique MPPT protocols within MICs for PV device productivity maximization [8], [10] 

Money as well as enhance as standard non-isolated energy converters are actually extensively utilized in MICs 

[3], [9]-- [11] In this particular situation, the energy sale productivity of the MIC geography as a 3rd variable is 

actually very influenced due to the taken advantage of inflection system.  

 

PV-ADAPTED SWITCHING FREQUENCY MODULATION 

 Employing optimal SFM in PV systems is introduced in three main parts: the irradiance-adaptive 

SFM, the optimization of the SFM scheme and MIC topology, and the MPPT algorithm.  

A. Irradiance-Adaptive SFM 

 The PV current increases in strength with the solar irradiance. “At high irradiance, the PV-fed MIC 

can operate in the CCM for a wide load range. Low switching frequencies in that case can contribute to a high 

efficiency without altering the converter mode of operation to the discontinuous conduction mode (DCM). At 

low irradiance and due to the low supply current, the converter may move to the DCM. The instantaneous power 

drawn from input sources is zero at the moment when the inductor current is zero in the DCM [14]. Increasing 

the switching frequency can keep operation in the CCM. Therefore, the switching frequency fs is proposed to be 

adaptively 
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Fig: 1 PV module integrated converter in dc micro grid application. 

B. MIC Topology: Combining an adaptive MIC topology with the optimized SFM scheme further contributes to 

the 

 
Fig: 2 Converter topology of the boost converter with an interleaved cell activated 
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Fig: 3 Flowchart of the adaptive MIC control scheme 

 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this work both PV System for Standalone and DC micro grid applications are simulated in 

MATLAB under following cases. 

Case: 1 Variable Irradiance and Constant Temperature 

Case: 2 Variable Irradiance and Variable Temperature 

Case: 1 Variable Irradiance and Constant Temperature 

 In the case 1 Variable Irradiance and Constant Temperature is considered the output power at both standalone 

and microgrid applications are shown below 
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Fig 4 (a) Standalone case Output power and the switching frequency. 

  

Fig 4 (b) Standalone case Output voltage and its ripple content. 
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Fig 5 (a) DC Micro Grid case Output power and the switching frequency. 

 
 

Fig 5 (b) DC Micro Grid Output voltage and its ripple content. 

9.2 Case: 2 Variable Irradiance and Variable Temperature 

 In the case 2 Variable Irradiance and Variable Temperature is considered the output power at both standalone 

and microgrid applications are shown below 
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Fig 6 (a) Standalone case Output power and the switching frequency. 

  

Fig 6 (b) Standalone case Output voltage and its ripple content. 
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Fig 7 (a) DC Micro Grid case Output power and the switching frequency. 

 
 

Fig 7 (b) DC Micro Grid Output voltage and its ripple content. 

 

CONCLUSION 

An unique PV MIC ideal for enhancing currents for dc standalone and also dc microgrid functions was 

actually made, applied, as well as evaluated. The designed SFM decides on an irradiance-adapted shifting 

regularity that is actually constantly higher good enough to steer clear of function in the DCM. At a higher 

irradiance, the SFM prepares a lesser worth for the regularity, directed due to the pursue higher performance 

with reduced changing reductions. The designed au tomated method has actually revealed to become successful 

in looking for the ideal variety as well as market values of changing regularities. Better even more, an 

interleaved increase tissue is actually switched on at higher irradiance to maintain a higher amount of energy 

high quality. Hysteresis functionalities sustain the shifts in between distinct separate changing regularities as the 

irradiance improvements. 
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